
Active Thankfulness  

By Dennis J. Rogers, CPA, CFP® 

 You might be thinking; “why is a financial professional taking on a topic like 
thankfulness?”  Well, financial planning is really about quality of life.  So, I am taking a little 
break from the normal financial focus of my articles to share a little of what I have learned in 
that area.  

 Over the course of my life I have become increasingly aware of the power of 
thankfulness.  It is a concept that has kept me moving forward through some very difficult times 
and kept me centered and grounded through the good times.   

 It is so easy to get our focus centered on the difficult things in life or even worrying that 
difficult times will come to us.  If we are honest with ourselves we must admit that most of the 
things that worry us are truly “first world problems.”  Seriously, when was the last time you 
worried about where your next drink of water would come from?  

 The key, I believe, is to find little things that we are thankful for every day.  I find it 
helpful to reflect on my day each evening and name them.  I have even made a habit of writing 
down one or two things in my daily journal.   

 I think it is also a great idea to occasionally express our appreciation directly to the 
people around us for whom we are thankful.  Practice active thankfulness and see how it impacts 
your stress level, your attitude, and your life perspective.   

Dennis J. Rogers, CPA, CFP® is a Registered Principal offering securities and advisory 
services through United Planners Financial Services. Member FINRA/SIPC. Rogers & Kirby 
and United Planners Financial Services are not affiliated. He is a partner in a financial 
advisory practice in Phoenix that focuses on helping clients make smart decisions about their 
money based on their personal core values. He can be reached at dennis@rogerskirby.com or 
602-748-1900. 

Material discussed is meant to provide general information and it is not to be construed as 
specific investment, tax or legal advice. Neither United Planners nor its financial professionals 
render legal or tax advice. Please consult with your accountant or tax advisor for specific 
guidance. 
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